**The Swimmers: A Novel**  
*By Julie Otsuka*  
(Knopf, 9780593321331, $23, Feb. 22, Fiction)  
Recommended by Betsy Von Kerens, The Bookworm of Omaha, Omaha, NE

**The Golden Couple: A Novel**  
*By Greer Hendricks, Sarah Pekkanen*  
(St. Martin's Press, 9781250273208, $28.99, Mar. 8, Thriller)  
Recommended by Stephanie Csaszar, Books Around the Corner, Gresham, OR

**Hook, Line, and Sinker: A Novel**  
*By Tessa Bailey*  
(Avon, 9780063045699, $15.99, paperback, Mar. 1, Romance)  
Recommended by Melissa Stusinski, Trail's End Bookstore, Winthrop, WA

**Delilah Green Doesn’t Care: A Novel**  
*By Ashley Herring Blake*  
(Berkley, 9780593336403, $16, paperback, Feb. 22, Romance)  
Recommended by Cecilia Cackley, East City Bookshop, Washington, DC

**Girl in Ice: A Novel**  
*By Erica Ferencik*  
(Gallery/Scout Press, 9781982143022, $27.99, Mar. 1, Thriller)  
Recommended by Connie L. Eaton, Three Sisters Books & Gifts, Shelbyville, IN

**When We Were Birds: A Novel**  
*By Ayanna Lloyd Banwo*  
(Doubleday, 9780385547260, $27, Mar. 15, Fiction)  
Recommended by Andrea Jones, The Galaxy Bookshop, Hardwick, VT

**Tell Me an Ending: A Novel**  
*By Jo Harkin*  
(Scribner, 9781982164324, $27.99, Mar. 1, Fiction)  
Recommended by Christy Peterson, Vintage Books, Vancouver, WA

**Red Paint: The Ancestral Autobiography of a Coast Salish Punk**  
*By Sasha taqʷšəblu LaPointe*  
(Counterpoint, 9781640094147, $25, Mar. 8, Memoir)  
Recommended by Ashley Baeckmann, Briars & Brambles Books, Windham, NY

**The Tobacco Wives: A Novel**  
*By Adele Myers*  
(William Morrow, 9780063003057, $28.99, Mar. 1, Fiction)  
Recommended by Kathy Morrison, Newtown Bookshop, Newtown, PA

**In Love: A Memoir of Love and Loss**  
*By Amy Bloom*  
(Random House, 9780593243947, $27, Mar. 8, Memoir)  
Recommended by Diane Naughton, Bards Alley, Vienna, VA

**The Unsinkable Greta James: A Novel**  
*By Jennifer E. Smith*  
(Ballantine Books, 9780593358276, $28, Mar. 1, Fiction)  
Recommended by Kathy Morrison, Newtown Bookshop, Newtown, PA

**Pure Colour: A Novel**  
*By Sheila Heti*  
(Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 9780374603946, $26, Feb. 15, Fiction)  
Recommended by James Harrod, Malaprop's Bookstore/Café, Asheville, NC

**The Paris Apartment: A Novel**  
*By Lucy Foley*  
(William Morrow, 9780063003057, $28.99, Feb. 22, Thriller)  
Recommended by Addy Bowman, Wild Geese Bookshop, Franklin, IN

**Never Simple: A Memoir**  
*By Liz Scheier*  
(Henry Holt and Co., 9781250823137, $26.99, Mar. 1, Memoir)  
Recommended by Kayleen Rohrer, InkLink Books, East Troy, WI

---

Find more bookseller recommendations at IndieBound.org. Indie Next List titles sold as ebooks and audiobooks at participating stores.
Your Next Great Read

**Groundskeeping: A Novel**
By Lee Cole
(Knopf, 9780593320501, $28, Mar. 1, Fiction)
Recommended by Lindsay Lynch, Parnassus Books, Nashville, TN

**The Verifiers: A Novel**
By Jane Pek
(Vintage, 9780593313794, $17, paperback, Feb. 22, Mystery)
Recommended by Jane Stiles, Wellesley Books, Wellesley, MA

**Chorus: A Novel**
By Rebecca Kauffman
(Counterpoint, 9781640095182, $26, Mar. 1, Fiction)
Recommended by Luisa Smith, Book Passage, Corte Madera, CA

**The Lightning Rod: A Zig & Nola Novel**
By Brad Meltzer
(William Morrow, 9780062892409, $28.99, Mar. 8, Thriller)
Recommended by Kerry Johnson, The Family Book Shop, DeLand, FL

**Seeking Fortune Elsewhere: Stories**
By Sindya Bhanoo
(Catapult, 97816464220878, $26, Mar. 8, Short Stories)
Recommended by Tony Peltier, Flyleaf Books, Chapel Hill, NC

**The Wonders: A Novel**
By Elena Medel, Lizzie Davis (Transl.), Thomas Bunstead (Transl.)
(Algonquin Books, 9781643752112, $26.95, Mar. 1, Fiction)
Recommended by Jacob Rogers, Center for Fiction Bookstore, Brooklyn, NY

**Booth: A Novel**
By Karen Joy Fowler
(G.P. Putnam's Sons, 9780593331439, $28, Mar. 8, Historical Fiction)
Recommended by Bill Cusumano, Square Books, Oxford, MS

**The Boy with a Bird in His Chest: A Novel**
By Emme Lund
(Atria Books, 9781982171933, $27, Feb. 15, Fiction)
Recommended by Kassie King, The Novel Neighbor, Webster Groves, MO

**The Believer: Encounters With the Beginning, the End, and Our Place in the Middle**
By Sarah Krasnostein
(Tin House Books, 9781953534002, $27.95, Mar. 1, Nonfiction)
Recommended by Kate Storhoff, Bookmarks, Winston-Salem, NC

**New Animal: A Novel**
By Ella Baxter
(Two Dollar Radio, 9781953387127, $17.99, paperback, Feb. 15, Fiction)
Recommended by Kathy Baum, Tattered Cover Book Store, Denver, CO

NOW IN PAPERBACK

**Every Vow You Break: A Novel**
By Peter Swanson
(William Morrow Paperbacks, 9780062980045, $16.99, Feb. 15, Thriller)
Recommended by Patty Reed, Ferguson Books & More, Grand Forks, ND

**Libertie: A Novel**
By Kaitlyn Greenidge
(Algonquin Books, 9781643752587, $16.95, Mar. 15, Fiction Historical Fiction)
Recommended by Alyssa Raymond, Copper Dog Books, Beverly, MA

**A Little Devil in America: In Praise of Black Performance**
By Hanif Abdurraqib
(Random House Trade Paperbacks, 9781984801203, $18, Mar. 8, Nonfiction)
Recommended by Jeff Deutsch, Seminary Co-op Bookstore and 57th Street Books, Chicago, IL

**The Lost Apothecary: A Novel**
By Sarah Penner
(Park Row, 9780778311973, $17.99, Feb. 22, Historical Fiction)
Recommended by Sandi Madore, Magnolia's Bookstore, Seattle, WA

**The Paris Library: A Novel**
By Janet Skeslien Charles
(Atria Books, 9781982134204, $17.99, Mar. 1, Historical Fiction)
Recommended by Alyssa Raymond, Copper Dog Books, Beverly, MA

**Vera: A Novel**
By Carol Edgarian
(Scribner, 9781501157530, $17.99, Mar. 1, Historical Fiction)
Recommended by Gayle Shanks, Changing Hands, Tempe, AZ
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